Prediction in Radiotherapy Treatments: current trends
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Abstract

In this paper, a review of the existing state-of-the-art regarding prediction models in radiotherapy treatments is made. We focus the scope of the paper in data mining techniques used in the context of radiotherapy treatments. There are several data mining algorithms applied to datasets of cancer patients receiving radiotherapy treatments, with very distinct variables and heterogeneous features. The existing literature presents significant advantages in using data mining approaches to predict outcomes in this type of treatments, with an increasing adherence to their use and great potential to explore. Recent published studies are considered, followed by a discussion and some conclusions with the identification of possible future work.
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1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the diseases of this century. Radiotherapy treatments are frequently chosen for patients with cancer, having an important role in loco regional tumors’ control and increase in life expectancy. In a radiotherapy treatment, an individualized treatment plan is considered that depends on the cancer type, the patient’s clinical condition and disease development and taking into account several factors like demographic data (i.e.; gender, age, habits and profession), genetic risk and family history. To be able to predict tumor response to radiotherapy treatments is one of the main challenges in cancer treatment, and predict it with precision will provide, to physicians, better tools for well-informed decision-making, concerning the benefits to patients and expected risks, allowing them to adjust and personalize the plans of treatment. However, capturing the complexity that exists due
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to all the interactions between heterogeneous variables is a very difficult task. Actually, the same treatment may have different outcomes for patients with the same type of cancer. The tumor control through radiation is affected by interactions of great complexity and involving relationships between tumor biology, the environment in which they developed, the radiation dose and the variables related to the patient, including radio sensitivity. Prescription of the ideal treatment plan is not possible and the delivered treatment usually represents a compromise solution between acceptable dose for the tumor and minimization of complications in normal tissues. The objective of this work is to present a brief and non exhaustive review of the current state of the art regarding the development and application of prediction approaches for radiotherapy treatments, trying to highlight the current different applications in this field. The review considers published papers referring to data mining techniques and published over the last 10 years. These papers were mostly collected from Google Scholar. The objective was to observe the datasets used, the choice of attributes, the choice of techniques and the achieved results. This paper is organized as follows: in the next section we shortly describe recent published works, considering the different aims. The state-of-the-art is discussed in section 3, and section 4 concludes, pointing out some possible future paths of research.

2. What to predict

Various authors have been using several techniques for building prediction models for radiotherapy treatments outcomes and complication risks for normal tissues. Usually the radiotherapy outcomes are characterized by tumor control probability (TCP) and the effects on adjacent tissues are quantified by Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP). Considering survival analysis, the objective is to estimate the patient’s survival probability during a period of time. It is one of the most challenging tasks physicians face and correct survival estimate in terminal patients helps preventing inadequate or unnecessary therapies and toxicity. The survival expectation in patients with advanced metastatic cancer, for instance, significantly affects decisions concerning future treatment plan. The best known models for survival predictions are based on conditional probabilities, but progress in areas such as knowledge discovery and data mining techniques have made possible the development of new and more powerful models.

2.1. Normal Tissues Complications Probability (NTCP)

Gulliford et al. explore the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to predict bladder and rectum complications after radiotherapy, in prostate cancer cases. The ANNs were trained using a group of 126 patients treated similarly. Results were encouraging, but demonstrated that the model precision was limited due to the low number of cases. In another research about performance impact of different statistical methods in the creation of NTCP prediction models for head and neck cancer, 185 cases and 21 variables were considered for xerostomia prediction. The authors used the Stepwise Selection, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) and Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA). It was verified that LASSO showed, both, the best performance and easiest interpretation results. In this study, it was verified that the number of variables is still small and more variables would be necessary to be able to consider details of the treatment plan and other prognostic factors. Langendijk et al. try to predict the swallowing dysfunction that could be easily used as prognostic tool in clinical practice for identification of risk groups. The dataset in study included 529 patients with head and neck cancers treated with radiotherapy treatments and that were alive and free from disease six months after the conclusion of the treatment. For model building, the authors used univariate and multivariate Linear Regression (LR) analysis techniques to study the association between the initial evaluation, treatment characteristic and risks of acquiring the swallowing dysfunction in 6 months. They defined a swallowing dysfunctions risk scale (TDRS – Total Dysphagia Risk Score), calculated by the sum of several risk factors values. Koiwai et al. applied TDRS, considering a sample of 47 patients with the same cancer type and that takes into consideration several risk factors. To evaluate the capacity of prediction of TDRS they analyzed Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and the respective Area Under the Curve (AUC) values. Results indicated that, in this context, TDRS is a valid measure to be considered for prediction of swallowing function complications. With the same objective of predicting swallowing complications, other authors used a sample of 96 patients with head and neck cancer diagnosis. LR analysis was used to evaluate the relationships between dose-volume factors and swallowing
complications, showing that it is possible to reduce the toxicity and the long term swallowing complications. In a similar trend, Christianen et al.\textsuperscript{15} applied LR to a set of 354 patients with head and neck cancer. The model performance measure used was AUC. Results showed that is difficult to establish a relationship between the dose-volume distribution of the organ at risk and the degree of complication. Support Vector Machines (SVM) were used with 3 datasets to assess if kernel based machine learning methods could improve models using institutional data and resampling methods\textsuperscript{4}. The first dataset corresponds to 55 patients with head and neck cancer, the second and third datasets consist of, respectively, 52 and 45 patients with lung cancer. An independent set for evaluation was also used. One of the things that limited the capacity of the model prediction was the fact that relevant variables related with the patient and the disease were missing. SVMs are also used in a prediction model for lung lesions development\textsuperscript{16}. Two separate datasets considering patients with lung cancer and treated with radiotherapy were used. The first dataset corresponds to the retrospective record of 219 patients and the second dataset, with 19 patients, serves as base to a prospective analysis. It was demonstrated that SVMs based models can improve the prediction of lung lesions development compared with the traditional LR methods.

2.2. Tumor Control Probability (TCP)

Several Data Mining techniques were used in order to discover hidden relationships between the prognostics variables for dose-volume dosimetry and several radiobiological processes in patients with lung cancer and to generalize data not yet applied prospectively for the purpose of improving TCP prediction\textsuperscript{6}. This approach was motivated by the extraordinary increase in the availability of the specific biological and clinical patient's data due the progress in genetics and image technology. A dataset of 56 patients and a total of 23 were considered for the TCP model. Both LR and SVM were tested, and the authors concluded that SVM presented a better performance for TCP prediction possibly due to the capacity of dealing with nonlinear and complex interactions between variables.

2.3. Breathing movements

Some authors have tried to predict breathing movements with the objective of improving treatment delivery, making it possible to synchronize the radiation beam incidence with the moving target. Breathing movements’ patterns are, inherently, complex by nature\textsuperscript{17}. To predict lung cancer tumors displacement movement caused by breathing, ANNs were used\textsuperscript{18}. Breathing movements' data were collected during 60 sessions for samples of five patients and evaluated the prediction accuracy of the Sinusoidal Model and the Adaptive Filter Model algorithms\textsuperscript{18}. In general, the breathing movements’ prediction done with the Adaptive Filter Model presented a better performance than the Sinusoidal Model. For 10 patients with lung cancer, the Auto-Regressive and Moving Average Model (ARMA) was evaluated for the prediction of irregular breathing movements\textsuperscript{19}. It was possible to improve the delivery precision of real-time motion compensation radiotherapy.

2.4. Survival

Delen et al.\textsuperscript{11} developed classification models based in ANNs, Decision Trees (DT) and LR for prediction of survival capacity in breast cancer patients. A dataset with more than 200.000 cases and 17 variables was used. The DT model presented the best performance. Gao et al. compared 9 different data mining techniques for survival rate prediction at 5 years\textsuperscript{20}. Two groups of colon-rectal cancer patients’ data were used, coming from two different sources. The algorithms used were Back Propagation Network (BP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), General Regression Neural Network (GRNN), Adaptive-Network Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), SVM, Bayesian Networks (BN), Naive Bayes (NB), Classification And Regression Tree (CART) and the LR. The purpose was to evaluate the models’ precision when compared with TNM and the performance measure used was AUC. The first dataset was composed of more than 10 000 registers and 20 variables randomly selected from a dataset with more than 36 000 registers. The second dataset was composed by approximately 760 registers and 14 variables randomly selected from a different dataset with more than 1 500 registers. It was verified that the models
built with Data Mining algorithms showed slightly more accuracy when compared with the TNM model, however, the application of the TNM system is simpler.

2.5. Tumors classification

Given the importance of a correct tumor classification, a research was developed by Huml et al., proposing the use of data mining techniques, based on Minkowski Functionals, combined with images created based on Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) methodology, done from histopathological samples. AFM became a widely used technique for the characterization of biological samples with nanometric resolution. The idea was to be able to increase accuracy in the determination of specific tumors characteristics and to identify, without ambiguity, the tumors of degree II from the remaining ones. A sample of 113 records obtained from 14 patients with brain cancer was used. This approach allowed a great precision in tumor classification and it could offer new elements for more objective diagnoses.

2.6. Radiotherapy Effectiveness

In the case of multi-form glioblastoma a pilot study was made where a model that tries to predict the radiotherapy effectiveness was developed. A dataset of 9 patients with this cancer type and that received radiotherapy was considered. The authors used classic linear-quadratic (LQ) model to define a proliferation model extension and invasion of the gliomas, including the radiotherapy effects. It was the first model built to predict radiobiological parameters in human beings.

3. Discussion

Datasets are a crucial raw material that are the base for all the studies referred to in the previous section. The importance of well-structured records is nowadays widely recognized. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) recognized, in its biennial report, the need to improve the provision of global information on this disease and to increase the population coverage regarding high quality records, particularly in the developing countries. Some important steps have been given for same agencies, as the CancerData.org initiative, in trying to collect clinical cancer data all over the world to provide to researchers’ communities global shareable databases. Some of the features pointed as essential to obtain good records are the record exhaustiveness, the accuracy and its timely availability. Typically, clinical data are collected in the course of patient care, many times in a manual way, while the necessary research data are forgotten or left for second plan. Therefore, the clinic databases can present characteristics that hinder the application of data mining tools. The data may have missing values or noise, be imprecise, redundant or inconsistent. Problems associated with clinical data gathering and availability can be minimized with investments in data collection processes, since this field of research has shown to bring several advantages. As can be seen by the existing literature, most of the existing works are based on small datasets. Several authors refer difficulties in model building and generalization due to the small data dimension and available variables. Having enough data to feed data mining models is crucial if we want to obtain higher quality results leveraging the possibility of knowledge retrieval and generalization. The attributes that are available in the datasets is another important feature that has to be considered, since, in general, the variables that are most commonly found in the literature are those related with sociodemographic data, description of tumor characteristics, radiation doses and adjuvant treatments, associated complications, treatments modality and other features related to the patient’s general state. Having a wider set of attributes makes possible the use of variable selection approaches, that will allow a better selection of prediction variables that, hopefully, will bring more and better insights regarding the potential relationships that exist between dependent and independent variables. That is clinically important because the variables are information bearers about potentials causes and relationships that allows to find patterns and to define accurate models. Data dissemination in this research field can be quite complex due to concerns regarding the confidentiality and privacy of the data. It’s very important to balance the demands of research communities, data access policies and comply with the ethical and legal procedures to maintain the confidentiality of respondents and data providers. The creation of synthetic databases to protect
individual records can be a way of overcoming some of the existing problems. Synthetic databases aim at preserving the data information content and, at the same time, protecting the confidentiality, ensuring that synthetic data records are drawn from a model that fits statistically to the original data. These data have the same statistical properties as the original data, but contain dummy information.

4. Conclusion

The ability of predicting correctly the future outcomes of radiotherapy treatments can be an important tool in medical decision making. Data mining techniques are shown to be well suited in this context, especially with the growing existence of available datasets. The literature points to an increasing adherence of these new techniques and a huge potential in using it, being possible to find significant advantages in their application when compared with traditional approaches. There are several open paths for future research. Being able to create synthetic databases that mimic the real medical records would bring several advantages to the research community, since new methodologies could be developed without the dependence of available huge databases. Furthermore, the use of ensemble methodologies could also improve the accuracy of prediction models. At the end, it will be important to develop tools that can be used in clinical practice, helping the medical doctor prescribing the best treatment for each patient and relying on accurate models that are capable of estimating the radiotherapy treatment outcome both in terms of the tumor and the preservation of organs at risk.

Appendix A. Table with a summary of the referred papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction Type</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Performance Measure</th>
<th>Resampling</th>
<th>Datasets Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor Classification</td>
<td>Minkowski Functionals</td>
<td>Minkowski Measures</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation</td>
<td>Patients: 14 Records: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiotherapy Effectiveness</td>
<td>LQ</td>
<td>Precision, Sensibility and Specificity</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation</td>
<td>Patients: 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>ANN, DT and LR</td>
<td>Precision Error</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 10 Attributes: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>BP, RBF, GRNN, ANFIS, SVM, BN, NB, CART and LR</td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Cross-Validation</td>
<td>Records: 10000+760 Attributes: 20+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing movements</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Precision Error</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing movements</td>
<td>Sinusoidal Model and Adaptive Filter Model</td>
<td>Precision Error</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>LR and SVM</td>
<td>Spearman Correlation</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 56 Attributes: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Sensibility and Specificity</td>
<td>Train and test</td>
<td>Patients: 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>Stepwise Selection, LASSO and BMA</td>
<td>Sensibility and Specificity</td>
<td>Train and test</td>
<td>Records: 185 Attributes: 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Matthews Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>Cross-Validation</td>
<td>Patients: 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Matthews Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>Cross-Validation</td>
<td>Patients: 55+52+45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>TDRS</td>
<td>AUC and ROC</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Matthews Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>Leave-One-Out of Cross-Validation and Bootstrap</td>
<td>Patients: 219+19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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